Women on the Moon

The Moon Village Association is launching an initiative to promote the international participation of women toward achieving a sustainable long-term presence on the Moon and the advent of creating a Moon Village.

The goal of this initiative is to inspire young generations of women to pursue professional careers in STEAM and in related lunar exploration fields.

Inspire by using the Moon Village as a driving vision.

If you would like to contribute to this initiative, please contact Aline DECADI: aline.decadi@moonvillageassociation.org

https://moonvillageassociation.org
Women on the Moon

LUNAR OUTREACH
Moon Talks: TED-like talks offered by MVA female members on lunar exploration topics and the Moon Village.

ART
Moon Art Contest: Potential competitions include essay contests for young and adult women interested in the Moon Village. It includes the cooperation with the International Lunar Observatory Association on an essay titled “Women on the Moon”.

Woman Centered Exhibition of Portraits: a campaign to promote the inclusion of women in Moon related activities.

EDUCATION
Thematic lectures: Inspirational female leaders covering topics in space exploration would clarify the incentives of moving into professional fields that will enable a Moon Village.

Hands-on Workshops: students in STEAM will receive practical knowledge of the expertise needed to build a Moon Village.

MVA is Seeking Partnerships